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Details of Visit:

Author: Mad Jock
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 20 June 2007 1230
Duration of Visit: 30+
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Blue Ice as known to many, classy and discreet.

The Lady:

Tall West Indian, full figure and great breasts.

The Story:

Originally intended to have a cheap Devotions punt, by coincidence parked right outside Blue Ice to
call them. Turned out Devotions web site is wrong and they now don't operate in the city centre,
only Bearwood. This was the wrong direction for me - lucky escape as other reports make it sound
like a right dump.

Anyway, called up Blue Ice and was pleasantly surprised to find two ladies available straight away.
Tegan - small, white and very petite and Cindy - Tall full figured West Indian.

Did the cash thing and was offered OWO, A, reverse O. Settled for OWO for an extra ?10.
Reasonable massage and found Cindy was quite personable and easy to chat to, with a good
sense of humour. I turned over and OWO was delivered by her kneeling between my legs - the
standard pose where you can't touch anything - bad sign usually.

However, this was the only bad sign. She moved up my body and I sat up to fondle her all over,
especially those terrific big tits and firm bum. Although Cindy has a full figure she in in no way fat,
BTW.

We started with cowgirl, then I suggested doing her from behind - she sounded genuinely pleased
and said it was her favourite position. Very soon thereafter I was standing at the foot of the bed,
banging away at her terrific rear, helped on with the view in the famous Blue Ice mirrors! She asked
me to spank her and naturally I obliged, and we banged away at each other with the occasional
spank for what for me was a very long time indeed! Don't know how long it actually was, but a
fantastic experience! "Do whatever you want" she said and I could only reply "I AM doing exactly
what I want!". Don't know if that was an invitiation for A or not, but not really my sort of thing
anyway.
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I was fairly knackered by this point and losing stiffness as a result, so after an attempt at mish, I
finished by shooting a large amount of spunk all over her tits. Interesting colour contrast, one of the
things I enjoy about black girls!

All in all the dirtiest punt I have had in years, Cindy is a great girl and also a pleasure just to be with
and talk to as well.

I don't usually do this as I am a tight git, but I was sufficently impressed to add a ?10 tip to the price
for the excellence of the service! See you soon, Cindy!
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